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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 
5.1 Conclussions 

After analyzing the data, conclusions are drawn as the following: 

1.The appraisal Network system in editorials are :  

1.2 Attitude 

(1) Affect  :   Dissatisfied, Insecure, Disinclination, Unhappy,  

(2) Judgement : Tenacity (-); Veracity (-), Normality (-); Propriety (+) (once); 

Maintenance (-), Quality (-)  

(3) Appreciation  :  Impact (-), Balance (-), Quality (-), Meaning(-),Meaning (+) ,  

Maintenance (+),Maintenance(-), ( twice ), Complexity (-),  Maintenance(-),  

1.3  Engagement : Proclaim Concur :Affirmative , Disclaim Counter Concession, 

Proclaim Correliative Structure, Attribution, Attribution Knowledge, Proclaim 

Projection, Entertaint, Disclaim Negation, Counter Expectation, Entertaint : 

Rhetorical, Deny : Negation 

1.4 Graduation : 

(1) Force: ( Number ); Quality (High), Quality (Low), Quality (Modality :Middle), 

Time, Methapor 

(2) Focus ( Sharpen and Soft ) 

2. The realization of appraisal are : the writer appraises carefully, The writer gives 

appraisal by supporting with the facts or some supporting opinion(argumentative), 

plays the scales of his appraisal , stands in the middle while giving his appraisal 

(independent) 
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3. The reason of the use of appraisal is dealed with the context of situation ( egalitarian 

period), the context of culture  ( javanese culture ), and the ideology of KOMPAS Humanism-

Transedental 

5.2 Suggestions 

 From the conclusions above the researcher suggests: 

1. The readers of a newspaper should be more critical in giving respon from the news that 

they read, because the way the writer negotiates his stances is influenced by many things such 

as context of culture, context of situation and also from the ideology of the newspaper itself. 

2. The readers should read more newspapers in gaining different informations  or stances, 

because the different ideology of a newspaper will cause the different way of giving appraisal 

3. To the linguist, or the other researchers who want to do the same field of research or 

further research, they can use more data source in gaining more identification of the 

realization of appraisal in text. 

5.3 Implications 

5.3.1 Theoritical Implications 

1. People should read and understand the writings not only from the explicit linguistic 

features, but they should understand the meaning implicitly, because media usually has their 

own purpose in doing appraisals. 

2. Realizing that language is used according to its context should make the readers realize 

that they have to find the significant meaning that language wants to tell, and that is of course 

according to the context of use. 

5.3.2 Social Implications 

1. In writing his writings, the writer can adopt the cultural background in order to attach the 

attention of the reader and keep the culture in the mind of the readers. 
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2.  Culture influences the way someone negotiates his appraisal, by knowing this the readers 

should try to understand different cultures that lies in Indonesia in order to get more 

understanding of the appraisals given. 

 

 


